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Super producer of The Controls, Aesop Rock and Ground Original comes to grips with himself and other

substances in his debut release for some avant garde hip hop. 18 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative

Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: White-Boy Rap Details: This album was produced, written, recorded and

performed by a young gentleman by the name of dub-L. Manhattan born circa 1977, dub-L was

surrounded by the urban environment of the Lower East Side. By the age of 19 he was signed to

Profile/Smile Records as a producer and artist. His first full-length album The Controls-one hundred was

released world wide in 1999. That same year he signed a worldwide production/publishing deal with The

Wu-Tang Clan and Diggs Family Music. In 2000 he produced Aesop Rock's first album Music For

Earthworms which has become a Hip-Hop classic and worked with other artists such as Jemini The

Gifted One and Rob Swift of the X-Ecutioners. 2001 and 2002 were devoted mostly to GROUND

ORIGINAL and DJ JS-1, the album Level One will be in stores in January 2003 and features songs with

KRS-ONE, Evidence, Rahzel, Royce 5'9, Ill Bill of Non-Fiction, Masta Ace, Big Daddy Kane, Special Ed,

O C, C-Rayz Walz, Kool G Rap, Tragedy, Casual, Akrobatik, Breez Eva Flowin and more dub-L's in town

is the result of years of working with MCs and built on being only what it is and not what people think it

should be. It comes from years of being disappointed by unoriginality and mediocrity. It comes from

seeing rappers that don't entertain and that are just trying to make money. It comes from years of hearing

MCs that try to sound deep but just all sound alike. It comes from hours of wasted studio time that was

given to half assed rappers. But mostly it comes from the depths of the twisted mind of dub-L. dub-L's in

town might be the most truthful album you may ever listen to. Whether you laugh, gag, dance, hate dub-L,

hate yourself or just like the beats, it's still one of the most original and entertaining albums ever

produced.
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